
RightWingMedia.net Deems Antifa
American 'Domestic Terrorist Threat'

After the United States Department of Homeland Security deemed 'White Supremacy' a
'domestic terrorist threat' – and had previously deemed Antifa likewise, RightWingMedia.net has
officially deemed the communist/anarchist Antifa group and its many violent tentacles likewise
as a 'domestic terrorist threat' for the record.

Kevin ('KJ') James, the managing editor of RightWingMedia.net observed that, “What is
especially  ironic  regarding  the  recent  pronouncement  on  September  20th (2019)  by  Kevin
McAleenan, acting secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, is that that recent mass
shootings  of  non-whites  has  (according  to  a  report  by  the  Rolling  Stone  –
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/homeland-security-white-supremacy-
domestic-terrorism-threat-888748/)  has  reportedly  'galvanized  the  Department  of  Homeland
Security  to  expand  its  counterterrorism mission  focus  beyond  terrorists  operating  aboard,  to
include those radicalized to violence within our borders by violent extremists of any ideology'.” 

Interestingly enough, 'KJ' states that the announcement and the related reports provide an
indictment of White Supremacists, but treats this recurring matter almost as an obligatory and
inevitable side-note of culpable state responsibility. 

“The key is that we should treat ANY group portraying itself as being 'supreme' to any
other  identifiable  group  as  being  a  POTENTIAL  terrorist  threat,  especially  if  they  have
expressed, or have seen to express a 'militaristic' outlook,” explained KJ. “White nationalists are
one thing that can be understood and tolerated to varying degrees, but Supremacist groups are
entirely something else. I have seen this type of sociopolitical movement first-hand, so I KNOW
what I'm talking about. Conversely, any group which seeks the concerted downfall of any other
identifiable group by violent means MUST be considered essentially as dangerous, if not more
so. We have to start drawing more realistic lines of distinction between white people who want to
retain their heritage, and people who have some demonstrated likelihood at committing violent
crime.”
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